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p. 473 
Quote from General Scholium on the “certain subtle spirit” … attraction, repulsion, 

sensation, quivering, heat, animal motion…  
p. 474 
Take issue with Cajori’s literal use of the Motte translation… Cajori “edition” is really 

just Motte with more updated grammar.  The Halls notice that “electric and elastic” 
are invented by Motte and do not exist in the Latin editions.  

 
From a draft of the Gen. Schol… 
[notice in prop. 4 how this would get Boscovich going.] 
Prop. 3 That attraction of particles at very small distances is exceedingly strong…. and 

suffices for the cohesion of bodies. 
Prop. 4 That attraction without friction extends only to small distances and at greater 

distances particles repel one another…. 
 
“electric spirit” is a medium that permeates solid bodies… it emits light… set in motion 

by light… vibration…  
Light hits “bottom of the eye” … excites vibrations… propogated through filaments of 

optic nerve to brain… “excites” vision. 
Electric spirit responsible for all sensation and animal motion.  Vibrations in electric 

spirit are quicker than light …  
Electric spirit responsible for refraction and reflection 
Electric spirit explains cohesion and repulsion of dissimilar substances. 
Nutrition is …. “electric attraction.” 
 
The big difference this MS version has with the published version is that spiritus 

electricus became spiritus quidam [“electric” became “a certain”] 
 
It seems that Newton felt that the electric spirit was responsible for gravity. 
p. 476 
Koyre interpreted that certain spirit as the spirit of God, not the mechanical spirit that he 

seemed to mean from the MS version.  [I too find Koyre’s interpretation to be 
absurd… seeing as his theory of spiritus if very Galenic. Koyre’s interpretation 
actually reflects Leibniz’s confusion with the sensorium… Koyre was French, was 
he not?] 

 
The Halls seems to suggest that Motte introduced the words “electric and elastic” in 

order to reflect N’s true electrical feelings which were made a bit ambiguous in the 
published version of the General Scholium. 

 



This .doc contains notes on his book, The Conflict Between Atomism and Conservation 

Theory, 1644-1860,  and the article, “The Significance…Hard Bodies…” 
 
 

The Significance of “Hard Bodies” …. 
Isis 1959 

p. 199 
Newton suggested “hard, impenetrable, movable particles”  inelastic. 
Another group of theorists were proposing soft elastic atoms alla Boscovich (et al.) 
p. 200 
Newtonians (like Maclaurin – think of the special 0 case of the Taylor series) held that 

collision would slow down… even come to a dead stop. 
Cartesians denied the dead stop idea, and held that force was conserved and the particles 

would bounce apart… insisted on continuity.   Truly hard bodies would be perfectly 
elastic. Jean Bernoulli advanced this idea but he seemed to have some qualifications 
for what “hardness” meant. 

 
aside: Here is the Taylor series.  If a=0 it is the Maclaruan series. 
 

 
 

 
 

…the zeroth derivative of f is defined to be f itself and (x − a)0 and 0! are both defined to 
be 1. 
 

The Maclaurin series of (1-x)-1 is the geometric series… 1+x+x2… 
 

p. 201 
Maclaurin defined F as mv alla Descartes.   
Bernoulli preferred Leibniz’s mv2 for force. 
D’Alembert called it a semantic argument… and further merged N and D. 
p. 202 
Maupertuis consulted by Mme du Chatelet on the issue of ideal collision between primary 

particles. 
 

 
aside: 
Maupertuis argued theoretically that the earth was “oblate” (as opposed to prolate) and he 

was later sent (1736) on a mission by the King of France to measure the length of a 
degree of meridian.  This settled the contraversy in his favor. 



Bosco also involved in similar cartographic issues. 
 

 
 

p. 203 
Maupertuis applied his “least action” principle [ca. 1744] to totally elastic and totally hard 

scenarios. 
 

Euler’s formulation of least action. 

   
…integral of the momentum over distance traveled… 

…it’s sort of the sum of momentum over a given path… 
Maupertuis minimized this as his principle.  In nature, change is caused by the least 

possible action. 
 

Maupertuis favored his law over continuity.   
p. 204 
Lagrange used least action principle and applied it to orbital motion in g field.  No 

collisions, so the discontinuity issue didn’t matter.  Things never just stopped. 
Lagrange held to a Boscovician punctum idea. 

L. Carnot (ca. 1803) loved Lagrange’s eloquent use of least action in continuous 
situations.  But he lamented that collision situations between hard bodies had not been 
well modeled. He held a Newtonian ideal… hard bodies stop at impact.  Carnot 
wanted to improve mechanized things by avoiding all head-on collisions when 
possible.   

p. 205 
Poisson worked on perfectly inelastic collision ideas.  He moved in energy and work 

ideas. 
p. 206 
Poisson’s approach proved to be too complicated in practice… but Sadi Carnot applied 

Poisson’s “cycle” to the steam engine (1824), but he applied the theory an ideally 
elastic gas, not the parts of the machine itself. Carnot integrated the product of 
pressure and differential-volume: integrated pdv. 

A bunch of people worked off of Carnot’s lead… heat expanded and the ideal gas… it was 
a mechanical issue. The heat’s effects were essentially gravitationally independent and 
interatomic forces were negligible.   

p. 207 
These ideas led to the 1st law of thermo: conservation of energy. 

 



 
 

 
 

p. 207/8 
William Thomson (Kelvin) then hit on the entropy idea (2nd law of Thermo) that heat was 

motion. [Kelvin is generally credited with kinetic energy as we define it today but it 
wasn’t totally his idea.] 

p. 209 
Enter God, who regulated the law of the conservation of kinetic energy.   
Case I. Temporary change in form and volume during elastic impact. Because 1/2(mv2) 

has that squared velocity term, it doesn’t matter if it is positive or negative… it is 
always positive after it has been squared. In an elastic collision, the velocity switches 
perfectly, but the kinetic energy stays the same.  Thus, conservation of energy holds. 

Case II. In an inelastic collision (like soft wax) the energy is conserved by the 
compression of the wax itself, a change in its volume and its form. [wax is probably 
not a good example… steam is better.]  The energy is transformed into work.  [Recall 
that work is defined as the change of kinetic energy… or W=Fd, force x distance.]  
[disregard heat… imagine an infinitely slow compression] 

Case III. Inelastic impact where no compression takes place…form changes, but not 
volume. conservation is achieved through heat being produced. [This is the flip side of 
Case II.] 



Case IV. Inelastic impact with no change in form or volume.  This is the ideal Newtonian 
impact scenario. This is hard body impact.  If inelastic, then upon collision of equal 
masses in a vacuum, the objects would stop… no motion… therefore no heat as 
defined by kinetic theory.  What would happen…how to achieve conservation? The 
kinetic theory demands two conclusions:  1) temperature would drop to absolute 0 
because of zero motion or 2) temperature would rise from impact.  These conflict. The 
kinetic theory fails in regards to Newtonian inelastic hard bodies colliding in a 
vacuum. It must be ignored… and conservation theory rules to this day.   

 
 

Scott, W.L., 
The Co nflict Between Atomism and Conservation Theory, 1644-1860. 

1970, London, 
New York,: Macdonald & Co.; 

Elsevier. xiv, 312 , 5 plates. 
 

 
 
p. 10; Newton’s vacuum 
p. 14; Huygens’ Elastic bodies, Leibniz’s elastic bodies, and Dalton’s hard bodies 

surrounded by caloric.   
 
Ch. 4 

65-6;  Bosco’s theory as mid way between Newton and Leibniz.  Newton’s gravitational 

attraction and Leibniz’s monads.  Euler’s formulation of N’s 2nd “indicated that 

time was a variable of the law’s mathematical equation, …an impact of zero 

duation must invoke an infinite force, a view that was not acceptable by the mid-

eighteenth century.”  T. Hankin’s is given credit for suggesting that Bosco’s 

theory was the first to reasonably allow for a concervation of vis viva.  (see pp. 

291-297 in Hankins’ article 18th C Vis Viva contraversy which I have)  Bosco 

didn’t like vis viva even though his theory deals with it well.  (This is a 

contraversy that I don’t get yet.) 

67;  two elasticity groups:  (1) Jean Bernoulli’s—Smeaton, Ewart, Tredgold, Herapath 

and (2) The Bosco group—John Robinson (I think he means Robison), Dugald 

Stewart, Priestley, Faraday, Kelvin, Tyndall, Maxwell.   

 The hard body-ites (Newton) were made up of Maclaurin, d’Alembert, de Borda, 

Lazare Carnot, Hachette, Poisson, Borgnis and Sadi Carnot, all seemingly French.   



 1897 JJ Thomson gave credit to Bosco for atomic stability idea.  According to 

Scott, Bosco theory hindered the acceptance of “chemical atomic theory in the 

19th C.”     

68; Maupertuis’ principle of least action (1746?) worked so well philosophically with 

Leibniz’s ‘best of all possible worlds’ idea.   Also could (maybe) incorporate vis 

viva as a special case.  Some contention on this point.   

 

 

 

140; Bosco formulated (1/2)mv^2 in 1758.   

 

 

 

189-90;  Since gravity seemed to operate around imaginary point centers…Scott claims 

that  “this accounts [the] for adoption of the Boscovich atomic theory of points by 

many physicists.”  

Me;  Pretty shabby reasoning. 

 
 

 

201-2;  Davy didn’t like the Dalton theory.  He would accept the ‘multiple proportion 

law’ but not an atomic theory.  T. Thomson was on Dalton’s side.  (See New 

System of Chem. p. 153.) 

 The two Newton’s again brought up:  Davy’s inspiration in Principia and Dalton’s 

from Opticks.  (I. B. Cohen apparently made this distinction very clearly.) 
 

 

236;  Kelvin apparently toyed with Bosco “periodically,” whatever that means.   See 

Silvanus P. Thoompson, the Life of Willima Thomson, pp. 225ff and 278ff. 
 

 
Williams-FaradayCh2Notes 



 
p. 53 
The program to extend Newtonian mechanics to cover everything had been the 

objective.  The voltaic pile disrupted this somewhat.  [I’m not totally clear why the 
battery messed up the Newtonian TOE?] 

Williams describes N’s program as extending gravitational theory and the like to 
envelop all phenomena. [This is rather naïve… N has much more than 1/r2 theory… 
although not that much that is quantifiable.]  Light and heat still hard to fully make 
Newtonian.  E and M were difficult. 

 
p. 54 E and M theories not really happening… 
[Williams mischaracterizes N’s light theory failing to mention aether pressures in 

refraction… he seems to present a theory of attraction…which may well be how 
N’s theory went in the late 18th c.] 

18th c. came up with the “imponderable” fluid theories for E and M and Light and 
Heat… and they didn’t much overlap. 

Black notices phase change latent heat.  Heat that didn’t affect temperature necessarily. 
He (and Lavoisier too) developed theories for heat involving “imponderable fluids.”  
Caloric for Lav.  It existed like liquid in a sponge… thus temp. was related to the 
state of compression… if compressed more heat-liquid had been squeezed out and 
thus colder… explained ice [explains ice-steam difference, but not ice-water 
difference] 

The Black and Lav. Theories were not about motion, they were about fluids with 
strange qualities. 

p. 55 
Vortices employed for E and M… esp. M, but the need for particles to go both up and 

downstream at the same time was hard to deal with.  Franklin proposed not contrary 
+ and – particles, but rather present and not present theory of electrical fluid.  Most 
theorists prefered + and - to go with N and S in magnets.  These E and M fluids 
generally not thought to interact with the matter which contained them.  Priestley 
complained that chemists were not electricians and vice versa.  He saw a 
connection… 

 
p. 56  
1791-Galvani’s animal electricity and Mesmer’s animal magnetism.  Employed subtle 

spirits and occult forces.  Galvani connected vital force with electrical force because 
his electricity came from frog innards.  He thought that the animal electricity was a 
fluid secreted by the nerves of an animal. [recall, that nerves for Newton and Galen 
and everybody inbetween contained animal spiritus.]  

Volta not connvinced of the theories.  He imagined that dissimilar metals had different 
pressures of some sort of electrical fluid and when put together (or separated by 
water or another conductive fluid) the electrical fluid would flow from the high 
pressure metal to the low pressure metal, the pressures between the two would seek 
equilibrium… if the metals were separated, they would have a charge left on them 

… zinc-copper… electric fluid flow resulted with the addition of water (or better, acid).   
 



p. 57 
Volta figured that piles of these sandwiches… zinc-copper… zinc-copper… zinc-

copper… with “humid conductor” inbetween each layer…the voltaic pile.  Volta 
suggested that the mechanical motion of the electrical fluid was perpetual motion 
[in a letter to Joseph Banks, the pres. of the RS and member of Cooks first voyage.] 

p. 57/8 
Carlisle and Nicholson experimented with this voltaic pile….they noticed that if the 

leads were put in water separated from each other by an inch or 2 that hydrogen 
bubbles appeared on one and oxygen bubbles on the other.  It happened at greater 
distances, but was more pronounced if close.. but no contact.  Contact ruined the 
effect. 

Luigi Brugnatelli suggested that electricity was an acid. 
The big deal was that electricity was related to chemistry. 
 
p. 59  
Electro-chemistry takes hold… 
Herschel notices that infrared end of spectrum heats more than higher colors in the 

spectra.  Others noticed UV effects of note… Red side favored oxygenation and the 
violet side favored deoxygenation.  Invisible, but active light rays.  [The rainbow 
got wider.  InfraRed-ROYGBIV-UltraViolet. IR-ROYGBIV-UV ]  So now light 
joined in the chemical game.  People noticed how so many disparet phenom. were 
no longer so disparet… T.O.E. was attractive goal and seemed more within reach.  
Could the fluids that make up light, heat, E, and M be interconvertable? 

Dalton imagined that these imponderable fluids surrounded the atom like layers on  an 
onion.   

The fluid theories were requiring a lot of effort to make any sense… 
Kant sweeps in with a force, not fluid, theory to bring all this stuff together. 
 
p. 60 
2. Forces of Matter 
Kant (in the mid 18th c.) sought to harmonize the laws of the heavens with the laws of 

morality.   
He wanted to merge the world of immaterial spirit and soul with the new materialistic 

sciences… the mind-matter dualism of Descartes needed to be solved. 
 

Kant, Immanuel. Universal Natural History and Theory of the Heavens. 1st ed. Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1969. 

 
Munitz, Milton Karl, ed. Theories of the Universe; from Babylonian Myth to Modern 

Science, The Library of Scientific Thought. Glencoe, Ill.,: Free Press, 1965. This 
contains excerpts from Kant’s writings on cosmology and physics. 

 
Kant, Immanuel, and Michael Friedman. Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science 

Cambridge Texts in the History of Philosophy. New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2004 (1st ed. 1786). 

 



Kant insisted that space and time were mental constructions created by necessity in 
order to understand reality.  Kant thought this Newtonian/Euclidian/Cartesian space 
was a just mental construct [like the filling in of the blind spot]  The human mind 
cannot perceive nothing, it cannot perceive empty space, it is unknowable, [physical 
stuff in motion gives meaning to the geometry of space and time] therefore space 
must be a plenum.  Time is the mental construct [analogous to space] that allows us 
to think in terms of causality.  Time is to causality (a mental construct) as space is 
to perception (also a mental construct).   

 
p. 61 
Kant further proposed that substance (matter) was also a mental construction.  

Substance was the result of a chain of events… perception of constructed space and 
sequence leads to causality and time, which leads to action to force, to substance.  
Substance was simply the consequences of a bunch of brain issues.  Matter was 
created by the brain.  Similar to Berkley’s position. 

Matter does not exist or at least is totally unknowable by any direct form of knowing.   
For Kant, matter became simple attraction and repulsion, that’s all we can know.  That 

is all our perceptions can tell us.  His world was essentially a world of forces 
without matter.  Thus, Cartesian dualism was solved… it wasn’t dualist.. it was 
monist: force…. more accurately, a plenum of force.   

 
p. 62 
Matter fills space due to its force.  The force is basically the matter and it extends 

throughout space. 
Attraction and repulsion explain everything… just have to figure out the specifics of 

interaction.  E and M and all the other forces could be explained simply as attractive 
or repulsive.   

A unity of all forces.  Kant explains his “matter” theory in [Prolegomena,] 
Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science.  Matter fills space by its force.  
Space is a plenum of force, not matter. 

Thus, all forces were convertible into one another.  This idea spurred a lot of science… 
Davy, Oersted, Faraday… 

 
 
p. 63 
Coleridge an early proponent of Kant’s theory… in his poetry. 
 
p. 64 
Coleridge’s awe…and the interwoved web of attractive and repulsive forces “like 

neoplatonic divine emanations” says Williams. 
Oersted searched for the relationship between E and M… as did Faraday.  Forces were 

concerved as in energy.  
 
p. 65 
Unlike atoms, forces were continuous, not discrete.  [Bosco gets both.]   
The attractive/repulsive basis led to all sorts of other dicholemies like +- or N/S. 



 
p. 66 
Coleridge’s specific theories were not all that important in the world of science, but he 

brought Kant to England and that was a big deal.   
Davy suspicious of caloric (fluid) theory… and wonders about how forces fit in. 
p. 66/7 
Coleridge and Davy become fast friends. [late 1790s ? definitely by 1800] 
Davy speculates in 1790s on the wave motions for light that sound a lot like transverse 

waves associated with electricity. 
 
Davy didn’t have access to Kant’s Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, and 

he didn’t read German anyway.  Davy got his Kantian ideas from Coleridge.  
Coleridge was a chemical-poet and Davy a poetic-chemist.  Both also loved 
metaphysics.   

p. 68 
Davy adamantly against all these fluids to explain everything (by 1809).  He states that 

all the fluid theories are peasantish… ether, phlogiston, magnetic, vitreous, 
resinous, even sound fluid, and a “gravic fluid.” 

p. 69 
All the fluids were silly, since only forces are knowable… the fluids are just a fairy 

tale. 
Faraday similarly goes against fluid theories and prefers forces ca. 1840.   
Davy in 1800, discovers potassium and sodium.  He wrote it up, but didn’t discuss 

fluids or forces.  He claimed not to know what electricity was.  By 1807 he publicly 
went with forces to the anger of fluid proponents.   

 
p. 70 
Davy’s preference for forces over fluids caused a stir. That wires could melt due to the 

forces of Davy seemed improbably to his critics.   
Lav’s theory of acids as principally oxygen issues destroyed by Davy’s discovery of 

sodium and potassium… which formed super strong alkids.  The French then 
assumed that these were not elements as Davy claimed and they must be 
compounds… allowing some wiggle room for Lav’s theory. 

 
p. 71  
Pre-1810 Davy held that chemical properties were caused by properties of the bodies 

from which a compound was composed.  Certain elements always had certain 
properties.  But sodium and potassium didn’t seem to work that way at all.  His 
observations on diamonds really shook his simple theory or elemental properties. 
How could charcoal and diamond be made of the same stuff.  They had such 
different properties. 

By 1812 Davy’s reluctance to accept that diamond and carbon were the same softened.  
He began to suspect that chemical properties were a matter of chemical/molecular 
form and not chemical composition.  [Geometric and not elemental differences.]  
Davy even cited the authorities of Newton, Hooke, and Boscovich to support 



this idea of form rather than substance.  … not to be confused with alchemical 
ideas, he pointed out. 

 
p. 72 
Arrangement can change things dramatically… from diamonds to charcoal. 
Dalton suggested that atomic arrangemtent could be used to explain chemical 

properties. [Lucretius even talks about it.] 
Davy hated Dalton’s theory.  There was as much proof of atoms as there were of ethers.  

None.  It was just a lazy convenience. 
 
p. 73 
Dalton’s packed spheres in contact with one another didn’t work for Davy… how could 

things contract when cooled if they are in contact and the atoms were hard spheres?  
There must be space between atoms if atoms are to be considered.  Thus atoms 
must both repell and attract.  Also if the attractive/repulsive force was purely radial 
and spherically symmetric, how could solids form that were more than just blobs?  
[How crystals?] 

Dalton’s theory also had jumps in atomic weights and no continunity.  Continuity was 
hard to get rid of for Davy.   

Attraction of atoms didn’t explain the regular forms that occurred.   
Contraction with cooling suggested that there must be spaces between the hard spheres 

of Daltonian atoms. 
All this seemed silly to Davy.  He liked Boscovich. 
 
3. The Theory of Point Atoms [Bosco] 
Williams gives date for Theoria as 1763… it was actually 1758 for the first ed. and 63 

for the 2nd. He also considers the title to be modest… The/A theory of natural 
philosophy?  How is that modest? 

p. 74 
For Bosco, elastic collision was impossible for hard bodies.  [as Williams explains it.] 
Deformation not possible since atoms were supposed to be the most basic and 

uncuttable parts of matter. 
At the moment of impact the atoms must be motionless when they switch directions or 

they must have two directions at once.  If mv^2 means anything then conservation 
of energy is weird at this point.  If v=0 then there is no energy and conservation is 
lost, but if v has two directions… that’s weird.  Where did it go and how does it 
reappear after the elastic collision? Boscovich’s theory allowed for continuity and 
the forces acted even if the velocity was zero.  F=ma afterall. 

 
p. 75/76 
Extension was explained as was the impossibility of impenetrability.  All was force, 

(like Kant) but points of force, puncta. 
Stable points on the curve explained phase changes and latent heat (alla Black).  

Cohesion too.   
Heat motion and vibrations. 



For Bosco and his disciples, the chemical elements were not the puncta, but were 
complex patterns of forces surrounding agrigates of puncta.  There would be 
constructive and destructive combinations of the forces, but there would be a finite 
number of combinations due to the levels of attraction that the curve proposed.  
[Very much like Lucretius’ finite number of shapes of atoms.]  This not only 
explained elemental characteristics.. but also crystalline structures.  

 
p. 76 
The specific force graph for a given molecule was the trick and not solved by Bosco.  

[Thus Bosco’s molecules were the atomist’s atoms.]  Bosco’s theory qualitatively 
explained why some combinations of chemicals did something and other 
combinations didn’t.  A “lock and key” theory depending on the resultant force 
graph from a particular molecular combination.   

 
p. 76-77 [the diagram of Boscovishian water is pretty awful.] 
Bosco’s theory qualitatively explained why all those proportions kept showing up in 

various compounds.  
Faraday admits to Bosco in 1844, but was certainly toying with it before that. 
 
p. 78 
Both Faraday and Davy are generally considered super empiricists, but they actually 

were quite theoretical, but due to the metaphysical nature of their 
Boscovician/Kanian leanings, they tended to keep their matter theories mostly to 
themselves. 

 
Davy probably takes up Bosco ca. 1815. 
Davy accepts Bosco publically only towards the end of his career. 
Williams discusses Consolations in Travel: or, The Last Days of a Philosopher where 

Davy more boldly states his general matter and cosmological theory. 
p. 80 
Liquid state suggests spherical primary bodies. 
The “fact” that all bodies can assuem regular polyhedral forms is suggestive of 

spherical nature of primary bodies. 
 
Dies 1829.  

 
End of reading for SciRev. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

Boscovich-Notes for SciRev Readings 
 
Boscovich_SynopsisAndfewPages-2.7MB.pdf 
Read “Part I”  (PDF pages 4-5), [Continuity obsessed] 
“Part III” (PDF pages 7-8), 
PDF pages 8-10, and 
PDF page 11. 
 
Pages below refer to PDF pages [e.g. P3] ... I’ll indicate book page numbers when 

possible. 
P4 (p. 10) 
B will note how his theory is like and different from Leibniz and Newton. 
… consists of “points… perfectly simple… indivisible,” no extension, “separated from 

one another… [have] inertia..and… a mutual active force depending on the distance in 
such a way that, if the distance is given, both the magnitude & the direction of this 
force are given;”  The force is repulsive at small distances.  B then talks us out from 
the closest repulsive force… “if the distance is increased, the force will be diminished, 
vanish, be changed to an attractive force that first of all increases, then decreases, 
vanishes, is again turned into a repulsive force..” … etc… then at a greater distance it 
falls into “an attractive force that decreases approximately in the inverse ratio of the 
squares of the distances.”  [gravity] 

This force will be a continuous curve [the bosco force curve]. 
Bosco directly addresses the collision of solid bodies … he fervently believes in a Law of 

Continuity.  He thinks his approach will merge the two warring factions. 
(p. 11) 
Maclaurin violates continuity.  Bad.   
Continuity is his pet peeve.  Change in velocities happens before contact occurs.   
P5 (p. 12) 
point issues… “omnipresence of God”  [not sure what he is talking about… Prolly part of 

Priestley’s confusion.] 
Indivisibility and non-extension are simple and good.. this concept does away with any 

non-continuous transition between nothing and something.  All is nothing.. just 
qualified. 

impenetrability… all puncta the same (homogeneity) 
(p. 13) 
Points out that inverse r2 law of gravity is approximate as is seen in planetary motions… 

it’s really close, but not exact. [I wonder if his is in any way referring to Mercury.] 
We can’t perceive puncta using the senses.  They can only be “perceived” through 

reasoning.  B points out that Leibniz’s monads are nearly the same idea as Bosco’s 
puncta.  Bosco will argue that something can be made from a collection of non-
extended things… contra-Zeno.  Bosco is adamant that his theory is only continuous in 
regards to motion… extension is not continuous [?]. [I think he is attacking a Kantian 
approach… where there are no distince, discrete sources of force, but a smooth flow of 
matter (or force) throughout space.] 



 
skipped part II 
 
P7 (p. 16)  
issues of impenetrability and compenetration (alla light). 
he will “deal with geometry, which conseres all of its power under my Theory.” [???] 
Rather than infinite divisibility, B prefers infinite multiplicity. 
His theory explains why the stars don’t coalesce into one giant lump as universal grav. 
seems to suggest.   
Cohesion not dependent on “quiescence” [inactivity… quietness] or motion… it has to do 
with repulsion and attraction [alla B’s curve] 
Answers why broken objects don’t reattach themselves… 
He’ll deal with “what are commonly called the ‘four elements’”  … chemical 
operations…  compustion… light, fire,  
P8 (p. 18) 
He’ll explain refraction in terms of his theory.  His theory will work with N’s theory of 
colors.  Cold and heat theory.  Franklin’s theory [electricity], magnetism.  
In the appendix B will expound on how different the soul is from matter.. the connection 
between the soul and the body and how the soul can affect the body.  B will also prove 
God via his theory.   
 
P8 (p. 19) Part I 
A system midway between N and L.   
It utilizes the non-extended primary elements of L and the mutual r-dependent attractive 
forces of N.  But B’s theory adds r-dependent repulsive forces too. 
The force curve extends to infinity.  Any change in possition changes the universe.. 
however slightly.  [I gather that L’s monads did not have an inherent force… and that 
they could collect and perhaps even touch each other in some weird way…. and they 
added up to measurable stuff… it seems very much linked to L’s conception of how his 
integral calculus worked.] 
B’s theory explains what N proposed would take 3: gravity, cohesion, and fermentation.  
All three are covered by B’s theory.  And, B’s theory is expressable in just one algebraic 
formula.  [where is this formula, pray tell?] 
P9 (p. 20) 
Primary stuff is indivisible and non-extended… scattered in an “immense vacuum.” 
There is always separation between two points.  [They cannot touch one another, since 
they are non-extended, they would have to be in the same place to touch one another.]   
(p. 21) he posits Newtonian inertia on these points.  Is it God-given or just nature… B 
hypothesis non fingo.   
B uses a spring to describe how a force smoothly goes from attractive to repulsive.   
The closest repulsive force is asymptotic.  At greater distances it is gravitational, 1/r2. 
related.  See graph. 
 



 
 
P10 (p. 184) 
It seems like he is describing an alternate class of punctum which does not interact with 
other puncta of another species… allowing for multiple universes all in the same space.  
There may even be some other form of space… we could never know.. 
 

 

 
Boscovichian atomic forces from 1763. 

See next one for better details. 



 
On the right it falls into a -1/r^2 gravitational force. 

Notice the stable and unstable points. 
 



 
 

 

Galvani  
(September 20, 1786, he noticed this effect.) 

 

 
 



 
1786- From Galvani's own description of the experiments: 

" Therefore having noticed that frog preparations which hung by 
copper hooks from the iron railings surrounding a balcony of our 
house contracted not only during thunder storms but also in fine 
weather, I decided to determine whether or not these contractions 
were due to the action of atmospheric electricity....Finally....I began 
to scrape and press the hook fastened to the back bone against the 
iron railing to see whether by such a procedure contractions might 
be excited, and whether instead of an alteration in the condition of 
the atmospheric electricity some other changes might be effective. I 
then noticed frequent contractions, none of which depended on the 
variations of the weather ." 

 



 
The frog leg will twitch if the lower and upper parts are connected with a wire.  Charges 

have separated due to the acid acting unequally on the metals.  (I assume that the iron 
railings are not grounded or connected to one another in any way.) In one case the acid is 
frog juice and in the other case it could be most any sort of acid or even salt water. If the 
same metals are used, the acid reacts with them equally, and and imbalance in charge is 

not produced.  Connect the ends and this imbalance is neutralized, the electricity 
discharges… through the whole circuit… the frog twitches.  This can be used to not only 
reanimate frogs, but also to reanimate people.  Enter Frankenstein (Mary Shelley, 1818).  



Volta’s piles or cells.   

   
1800 – Volta’s voltaic pile, a forerunner of the electric battery. The first pile consisted of 
a number of discs of zinc and silver separated by pieces of wet paper and arranged in a 
vertical column.  Copper and zinc in acid proved to be better choices. 



Transmission war:  
AC vs. DC 
Tesla and Westinghouse vs. Edison and G.E. 
 

AC Transformer equation: Voltage and Number of turns:     
 
 
V=IR   Ohm’s Law 
 

 
Power of transmission P = IVcosφ, Current times Voltage times cos of phase. 
 
but Power loss P = I2R, whereas power loss with voltage is inconsequential.  
 
 
 



The Electric Chair: Concept by Edison 

   
 

 
 A prison execution chamber.  Looks like a church…. 

 



      Not so clean. 
 



 

  
Faraday’s Law of electromagnetic induction:  
E is electromotive force in volts  [this is the electric term] 
dPhi is magnetic flux diffy in webers [the motive term… magnetic flux is a measure of 
motion.] 
dt is time differential   [the time differential] 
 
So… some measure of electricity is found by finding knowing the change in magnetism 
over time.  
 

 
Coil of wire, composed of N loops with the same area, Faraday's law of electromagnetic 
induction 
 
This leads to motors: 
 

 
 




